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Myth and reality

A construction created exclusively for a celestial purpose

Doric rhythm, a geometrical perfection

Intelligence portrayed on the perplexity of the interior

Time and earth

Fluidity and solidity

A constant dialogue between oppositions and transitions

The temple survives in time

Its form and space remain

The body of knowledge that surrounds it is enriched with new interpretations

One layer over the other like a palimpsest

The meaning is now engraved into the stone - the marble

Fragmentation of architectural elements

New formations, now deconstructed; a new perception of geometry

Attractive and beautifully meaningful

The collection consists of silk and cotton hand weaved clothes,

using traditional looms and secrets of long-hold technicians.

Handcrafted leather sandals and precious jewelry are complementing it.

Tradition, geometrical design and a color pallet that represents

the elements of nature evoke the timeless simplicity of the brand.

SPRING SUMMER COLLECTION 2014



Temple :  The ear th  home to  the Gods



Electra  graphic silk dress 7



Phryne hand-weaved cotton in traditional loomPhryne hand-embroidered silk-cotton caftan 9



Medea long silk dress 11



Orb straw hat, Philo one shoulder silk top, Corinth wrap silk trousers 13Aether round hem silk skirt



Demeter one shoulder bandeau bikini, Alcestis wide cut silk trousers 15



We cal l  the sky  “sky”  and the sea “sea”… 

Odysseus  E ly t i s



Ioli rope top, Aether skirt, Hephaestus sandals 19Οrb straw hat, Ismene top, Alcyone trousers, Cradle sandals



Callisto silk dress, Hephaestus sandals 21Nephele hand-crochet dress



Sophia silk top, Themis striped silk trousers, Hephaestus sandals 23



Cassandra top, Arete deconstructed silk skirt 25Myrtle sandals 



Erato dress, Cedalion necklace with rose gold and white diamonds detail 27Orb straw hat, Erato embroidered dress, Myrtle sandals



Cassandra top, Adonis sandals 29



Ismene silk top, Kora skirt, Orb straw hat, Hephaestus sandals 31



Dove sandals 33Athena silk caftan



Galateia hand-weaved and embroidered top, Alcestis silk trousers, Cradle sandals 35Nemea silk cotton tunic



Persephone caftan, Minos sandals 37Daphne silk tunic



Harmonia silk tunic, Hephaestus sandals, Pandora hand-crochet bag 39



Erato hand-embroidered silk dress, Pandora hand-crochet bag 41



Adonis sandals 43Andromache wrap silk top, Corinth trousers, Minos sandals



Calypso one-piece paneled swimsuit 45



Aegle top, Demeter bikini, Hephaestus sandals 47Demeter one shoulder bandeau bikini 



Kleio gathered silk dress 49



Round grani te  s tones  and enormous  bou lders :
so l id i t y  of  nature ,  seduct ive s t rength ,  her  connect ion  to  the god.



Alcmene silk cotton caftan with vintage hand-weaved silk detailing 53



Dryad pleated silk shorts, Artemis sandals 55Isis geometrical top, Thalia hand-crafted linen shorts



Phoebe hand-crochet skirt 57Hera silk shirt with handmade embroidery



Isis silk top, Corinth trousers 59



Rope, marble and wood stools 61Iphigenia- vintage inspired square caftan



Zeus and Dione is a brand
that features handmade and
high quality products based
on refined craftsmanship.
Selective and handpicked
manufacturers and small workshops
from all over Greece have been chosen 
to serve this ultimate purpose. 
The inspiration arises from the rich 
Hellenic heritage and is being translated  into 
today’s fashion and life style items.

Zeus and Dione
is a company based on a myth
and creating one at the same time.
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